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SURVEY QUESTIONS
What best describes your interest in our inquiry
Experience of the criminal justice system
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this inquiry into Victoria's criminal justice system to consider::
The level of training and expertise of judicial officers (e.g. expertise in sentencing),Judicial appointment
(e.g. guidelines and selection processes for appointing judges),Policing,Alternatives to imprisonment (e.g.
treatment programs or supervision orders),Specific prisoner cohorts (e.g. youth or Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander offenders),Rates of criminal activity,Number of people on remand (awaiting trial),Rates of
imprisonment,Strategies for reducing reoffending (e.g. addressing risk factors like poor mental health),The
experiences of victims of crimes in navigating the justice system

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
Hi,
I have a ABI Disability.
I also have a Neurologist Report and a letter from my GP.
Most of my Disabilities are Invisible.
I have had Dealings with Bayside Police and well over 10 Court Hearings.
Everyone made reasonable adjustments for my Visible Disability.
But no one made any reasonable adjustments for any of my Invisible disabilities.
And as a result I have a $33k bill and more hearings to come.
I’m stuck in a loop where no one reads or understands my Neurologist Report.
But puts conditions on me not knowing the unforeseen ramifications.
Often it ends up as abuse.
I had to sac my Lawyer, attached because he just kept running up the Bill and no one knows what they are
doing and I’m supposed to pay.
He refused to tell the court from the start and just continued it all on at my expense.
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